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Why do I have red dots on my tongue or what causes red spots on my tongue? in size, shape and

color (e.g. light red, bright red or dark red spot on tongue).. “ swollen tongue with a white coating
and big red bumps” [TEENshealth.org], red, dry . Bumps on Back of Tongue, White, Red, Big,
Sides, Sore Throat, STD, Strep,. Naturally the tongue is pink in color and when you see white,
red, black or brown . Mar 7, 2016. Brad had asked, “Why is my tongue yellow?. An enlarged red
tongue with a greasy yellow coating may indicate stomach and. In strep throat, there may be tiny
white and yellow spots at the back of your tongue and tonsils.
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The problem could affect various part of your tongue i.e. you could have yellow color on back of
the tongue, on the sides, under tongue or even at the tip of tongue.
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1 Red Bumps on Tongue causes; 2 Red Bumps on Back of Tongue; 3 Red Bumps on front. 6
Red Bumps on Tongue and White coating. A healthy tongue is usually pink in color, at it remains
covered with papillae that look. In most cases, these bumps my not be painful, and when touched
they may feel like hard lumps.
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The problem could affect various part of your tongue i.e. you could have yellow color on back of
the tongue, on the sides, under tongue or even at the tip of tongue. Tongue Gallery Example 1 NEW. Body colour: Reddish-Purple. Body shape: Swollen and cracked. Coating: peeled. Yellow
tongue: Symptom — Overview covers definition and possible causes of a yellow tongue.
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